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I. Introducing the NACM Human Trafficking Guide

Purpose and Format

The National Association for Court Management Guide to Addressing Human Trafficking in the State 
Courts (HT Guide) provides state court practitioners a comprehensive resource for:

OO clarifying the types and dynamics of sex and labor human trafficking involving U.S. citizens and 
foreign nationals present in jurisdictions across the nation; 

OO identifying how traffickers and victims might appear in different types of state court cases, 
including criminal, family, juvenile, child protection, ordinance violation, and civil cases; 

OO accessing tools and guidelines for using the tools to help courts identify and process cases  
where trafficking is involved; and 

OO accessing links to other resources to help courts address trafficking-related problems.

Moreover, as suggested in the purpose statement, the HT Guide is intended to support the efforts 
of courts not only in their traditional role of independent adjudicators, but also in their role as justice 
system and community leaders.  Consequently, even though state court judges and personnel are 
the primary audience for the HT Guide, we are confident that numerous other groups concerned 
about human trafficking—such as health and human service organizations, law enforcement 
agencies, and victim advocates—should find it valuable too.

In large part, because the role of state courts in addressing human trafficking is a recent topic to 
many court practitioners, the HT Guide includes considerable background and context-defining 
information about numerous aspects of human trafficking as well as practical guidelines and tools for 
directly assisting court practitioners in cases involving traffickers and trafficking victims.  In particular, 
each of the chapters in the HT Guide includes:

OO a context-defining topic discussion;

OO a review of the operational, practice, and policy 
implications of the topic for the state courts;

OO tools for addressing the topic and guidelines for 
using the tools; and

OO links to additional tools and resources for further 
exploring the complexities of human trafficking 
and how it might be addressed.

The HT Guide is available in two formats—a hard 
copy format for printing and an electronic format. 
The primary difference between the two formats 
is that the electronic version includes more readily 
accessible internal and external hypertext links to 
references, tools, and additional resources.
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The Human Trafficking and the State Courts Collaborative 

The HT Guide was prepared by the recently established Human Trafficking and the State Courts 
Collaborative in partnership with NACM.  Beginning in early 2013, the State Justice Institute (SJI) 
provided initial funding to form a Human Trafficking and the State Courts Collaborative consisting of 
the Center for Public Policy Studies (CPPS), the Center for Court Innovation (CCI) and the National 
Judicial College (NJC), as one response to addressing the impacts of human trafficking on the 
state courts.  Within a year, the National Association of Women Judges, Legal Momentum, and the 
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges joined the Collaborative.  All six organizations 
are now collectively working to address the following strategic priorities:

OO increase understanding and awareness about the challenges faced by state courts in dealing with 
cases involving trafficking victims and their families, and traffickers; 

OO develop and test state and local approaches for assessing and addressing the impact of human 
trafficking victims and defendants in the state courts; 

OO enhance state and local court capacity to improve court services affected by human trafficking-
related case processing demands; and

OO build effective national, state, and local partnerships for addressing the impacts of human 
trafficking case processing in the state courts.

Figure 1 lists a few of the most challenging operational, policy, legal and service delivery topics 
being addressed by the Human Trafficking and the State Courts Collaborative while Figure 2 outlines 
the effort’s primary information dissemination, technical assistance, and training tasks.

HT Guide Contents Overview

The HT Guide is divided into eleven chapters.  This chapter continues with discussion of:

OO why state courts need to be concerned about human trafficking;

OO definitions of human trafficking and the numerous forms of labor and sex trafficking;

OO the dynamics of human trafficking;

OO approaches to addressing human trafficking; and 

OO the general implications on the state courts of human trafficking and responses to it.

Chapter 2 – Community Courts, Specialized Dockets, and Other Approaches to Address Sex 
Trafficking,  examines:

OO the philosophy and goals of community court and specialized docket approaches for addressing 
human trafficking;

OO the features of the Midtown Community Court, New York  approach and its applicability to other 
jurisdictions;

OO the features of the New Castle County, Delaware and Queens County, New York specialized 
docket approaches and their applicability to other jurisdictions;

http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter2.htm
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OO the role of the court in prosecutor-led responses to human trafficking; and

OO the general lessons learned so far from the community court and specialized docket experiences.

Chapter 3 – Human Trafficking and Immigrant Victims, discusses:

OO the potential benefits for immigrant human trafficking victims under federal immigration law;

OO the state court role in assisting human trafficking victims who have been coerced into committing 
criminal acts;

OO the uses of state court records by federal immigration authorities when addressing human 
trafficking victimization;

OO ethical issues involving immigrant trafficking victims; and

OO the indicators of potential immigrant human trafficking involvement.

Chapter 4 – Child Trafficking Victims and the State Courts, examines:

OO definition of commercially sexually exploited children (CSEC);

OO size and needs of CSEC population;

OO the impacts of trauma and victimization on children;

OO intersections among court, education, heath and human service, and other organizations in 
addressing the needs of sexually exploited children; and

OO an agenda for improving court performance when working with commercially sexually exploited 
children.

Chapter 5 – Identifying and Responding to Sex Trafficking, addresses:

OO the duality of the victim-defendant dynamic often involved in sex trafficking victimization and the 
consequences of this duality for the courts;

OO the impacts of victimization and the needs and challenges victim-defendants face;

OO steps for increasing court capacity to identify trafficking victims;

OO the adequacy of existing assessment tools when working with sex trafficking victims; and

OO key elements in a court strategy for enhancing the effectiveness of responses to sex trafficking.

Chapter 6 – Ethical Issues for Judges and Court Practitioners in Human Trafficking-Involved  
Cases,  examines:

OO the ethical issues judges might face in the adjudicative process and in extra judicial activities;

OO the ethical issues court managers and other court practitioners might face in human-trafficking 
involved cases;

OO exemplary ethics opinions; and

OO model codes that can serve as resources for addressing trafficking-related ethical concerns.

http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter3.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter4.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter5.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter6.htm
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Chapter 7 – The Affordable Care Act: Assisting Victims of Human Trafficking in Rebuilding  
Their Lives, reviews:

OO the scope and essential features of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) and 
how the ACA can help the state courts; and

OO steps to take to get the most out of the ACA when addressing the needs of human trafficking 
victims.

Chapter 8 – Tribal Justice and Sex Trafficking, describes:

OO the scope and dynamics of sex trafficking involving Native Americans;

OO the complexities of tribal justice;

OO the intersections among tribal justice, the state courts, and human-trafficking involved cases; and

OO lessons for state courts and tribal justice systems for working collaboratively to address sex 
trafficking of Native Americans.

Chapter 9 – Addressing the Complexities of Language and Culture in Human Trafficking- 
Involved Cases, examines:

OO how views about procedural justice can help courts address the complicated nexus of human 
trafficking dynamics, language, culture, and immigration status; and

OO how courts can institutionalize mechanisms to help victims, witnesses, and others in human 
trafficking involved cases navigate the court and justice system, make good choices, and 
acknowledge and follow court orders and other forms of sound guidance.  

Chapter 10 – Labor Trafficking, examines:

OO the legal rights and protections of labor trafficking victims;

OO the characteristics of labor trafficking-involved cases and how they might appear in state courts; 
and

OO strategies for identifying and assisting labor trafficking victims.

Chapter 11 – Human Trafficking Educational Resources for Judges and Court Practitioners,  
describes:

OO the purpose of educational programs for judges and court practitioners about human trafficking;

OO the topics that should be addressed and contents of educational programs; and

OO tools and resources to support programs.

http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter7.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter8htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter9.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter10.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter11.htm
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Chapter 1 Contents Overview

This chapter continues in Section II with a discussion of reasons why state courts need to be 
concerned about human trafficking.  Section III begins with a detailed definition of human trafficking, 
catalogs the numerous forms of sex and labor trafficking, and provides estimates of the numbers 
of people involved in the various types of trafficking as either victims or traffickers.  The inventory 
encompasses the types and dynamics of sex and labor trafficking involving adults and children of 
U.S. and non-U.S. citizens in the United States. 

We continue in Section IV first by outlining the key assumptions and characteristics of criminal 
law, human rights, labor, and public-health focused approaches to human trafficking and then by 
synthesizing these approaches into a state court-focused approach to addressing human trafficking.  
Our review of the state court-focused approach stresses the need to build a comprehensive state 
court capacity to address human trafficking capable of punishing and altering the behavior of 
traffickers, protecting and empowering victims, assuring procedural justice, and preventing and 
deterring trafficking within communities and throughout society generally.  Section III continues with 
an overview of a framework to help organize court efforts to assess and address human trafficking.  
Chapter 1 concludes in Section IV with an inventory of both the general implications of human 
trafficking on the state courts and implications for the different types of criminal, child protection, 
juvenile, family, civil, and other cases when trafficking might be present.  

Also in Section V, we (1) highlight a series of HT information cards for court practitioners, (2) provide 
a planning and implementation workbook, and (3) offer links to additional resources, including the 
reference materials used in preparing this chapter.

II. Human Trafficking and the State Courts

Why Should State Courts Be Concerned About Human Trafficking?

Over the past few years numerous global, national, state and local economic, social, technological, 
and public and private policy trends have converged to create four compelling reasons why there 
is considerable need and opportunity for state courts to begin to better understand and address 
human trafficking.

Best estimates of the scope of human trafficking suggest that tens of thousands of U.S. citizens 
and non-U.S. citizens located across the nation are trafficked for a vast range of commercial sex 
purposes, such as pimp controlled prostitution, escort services, residential and underground 
brothels, pornography production and cyber-pornography, and cantina, karaoke and other types 
of bars or clubs.  Similarly, many tens of thousands more people in the United States are forced or 
coerced into involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage or other forms of trafficking for labor 
purposes in numerous parts of the economy, but especially in domestic servitude, peddling rings, 
and the construction, agriculture, fishing, forestry, restaurant and hospitality industries.  

First, establishing an appropriate state court role in addressing the numerous and complicated 
forms of modern human trafficking is one the most difficult challenges likely to confront state 
courts and their justice partners in the coming decade.
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Moreover, while human trafficking is widespread and growing across the nation, the manifestations 
of trafficking in the state court setting remain unclear, and what state courts can do to adjudicate 
cases involving trafficking victims and traffickers remains elusive.  Even as state legislators across the 
nation have been passing human trafficking laws, the potential impacts of these laws on state court 
operations have rarely been contemplated adequately.  State court practitioners are just beginning 
to see trafficking cases under new state laws appearing in court, and, as state court practitioner 
awareness of the complexity of modern day human trafficking increases, there is increased concern 
about the links between human trafficking and the many vulnerable populations who appear in 
courts.  For example, it is now becoming apparent that many of the tens of thousands of juvenile 
and adult prostitutes who have contact with state courts may be trafficking victims.  Similarly, court 
practitioners are now becoming aware that human trafficking can manifest itself in a variety of court 
settings such as drug sales, theft, and peddling by individuals who may be trafficking victims, as well 
as in child protection cases.

Finally, state courts are just beginning to recognize the different types of human traffickers that 
may appear in state courts.  Although now more often than in the recent past, traffickers are being 
charged with trafficking offenses under state human trafficking laws.  Still, in the typical state court, 
traffickers today are more likely to be charged for violations under long-standing state codes 
governing health standards, restaurants, housing, or state laws addressing prostitution, pimping, 
or pandering.  Complicating matters further, it is becoming more apparent that some traffickers are 
also trafficking victims, especially in instances where sex-trafficked victims are forced to recruit other 
victims or engage in other criminal activity.  Perhaps most distressing, state courts and their justice 
partners also are becoming increasingly aware that many of the mechanisms that have been used 
traditionally to help individuals (e.g., foster care, group homes, juvenile detention facilities) have 
become important places for traffickers to find and recruit future trafficking victims. 

Second, there is vast disparity between the substantial attention directed at trafficking concerns 
by international, federal, state, executive and legislative branch entities, and the lack of systematic 
and comprehensive attention paid to human trafficking-related issues by the state courts.

At the national level, for example, the January 2014 Federal Strategic Action Plan on Services for 
Victims of Human Trafficking in the United States 2013-2017 provides an inventory of what every 
agency in the U.S. executive branch is expected to do to address the following four anti-human 
trafficking goals: 

OO Goal 1.  Align Efforts – promote a strategic, coordinated approach to the provision of services for 
victims of human trafficking at the federal, regional, state, territorial, tribal, and local levels.

OO Goal 2.  Improve Understanding – expand and coordinate human trafficking-related research, 
data, and evaluation to support evidence-based practices in victim services.

OO Goal 3.  Expand Access to Services – provide and promote outreach, training, and technical 
assistance to increase victim identification and expand the availability of services.

OO Goal 4.  Improve Outcomes – promote effective, culturally-appropriate, trauma-informed services 
that improve the short-and long-term health, safety, and well-being of victims.

At the state level, all 50 U.S. states now have anti-trafficking laws with many states having passed 
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Figure1: Human Trafficking and the State Courts Collaborative Topics

Operations
OQ How state courts and their justice partners can effectively identify the presence of human trafficking in different types  

of cases.

OQ The general effects on court policy and operations of state human trafficking laws and how they are implemented.

Policy
OQ State court record keeping and the uses of state court records in federal human trafficking proceedings.

OQ The mechanics of promising approaches, such as specialty prostitution and girls’ courts, for addressing human trafficking 
victims involved in ordinance and criminal violations.

OQ Addressing human trafficking in other types of specialty courts, including drug and mental health courts.

Law
OQ The general effects on court policy and operations of state human trafficking laws and how they are implemented.

OQ Treaty and convention agreements, access to services, and working across international borders in trafficking cases.

OQ How state courts can use federal law protections for immigrant juvenile and adult trafficking victims, such as U and T 
visas and special immigrant juvenile status, to help in state court cases.

OQ The benefits, challenges, and processes associated with using state human trafficking laws, as opposed to other state 
laws that court practitioners are more familiar with, such as unlawful imprisonment, rape, pandering, prostitution, or 
kidnapping.

Service Delivery
OQ How to link trafficking victims to appropriate services.

Figure 2: Human Trafficking and the State Courts Collaborative Activities

General Information/Communication
OQ Establishing a web-based resource network and clearinghouse.

OQ Identifying the major challenges and opportunities that courts need to address when dealing with trafficking victims and 
traffickers in the courts.

OQ Preparing topical publications targeting court practitioners.

OQ Establishing and facilitating an ongoing federal/state dialog to promote better collaboration between federal and state 
courts and justice organizations when addressing human trafficking issues that affect the state courts.

Training
OQ Establishing and coordinating a nationwide training network.

OQ Developing and conducting courses for judges and court personnel for addressing human trafficking-related cases.

Developing Tools/Approaches
OQ Preparing bench cards, best practice guidelines, tool kits, and other resources to help court practitioners and their justice 

partners address human trafficking cases.

OQ Developing and testing replicable approaches to providing technical assistance in diverse court jurisdictions for addressing 
the challenges courts face in cases involving human trafficking.
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laws only within the past few years.  Several national organizations also have anti-trafficking 
initiatives, including:

OO The National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) 2011-12 priority initiative “Pillars of Hope: 
Attorneys General Unite Against Human Trafficking,” has advocated and provided guidance for 
strong state and local efforts.

OO The President of the American Bar Association (ABA) has made human trafficking her priority.

OO The Uniform Law Commission recently completed model human trafficking laws for the states.  

Human trafficking initiatives similar in scope to those of the ABA and NAAG have been undertaken 
by numerous other justice partners, especially by international, national, state, and local law 
enforcement, child protection, and human service and health agencies.  As a result, courts are 
finding themselves without the knowledge, expertise, processes, and basic infrastructure needed to 
keep up with changes in law enforcement and social service priorities, policies and practices, as well 
as state statistical reporting and service mandates.  At the same time, the courts are the last recourse 
for trafficking victims who have not been identified by other parts of the justice system.

Finally, there has been increased federal enforcement of national trafficking laws and immigration 
laws involving traffickers and victims in recent years.  For example, federally-sponsored efforts have 
encompassed everything from working on an international level to stem the flow of victims and 
increasing the protections for trafficked immigrants, to sponsoring state- and local-level human 
trafficking task forces.

Third, now is the right time for addressing human trafficking in the state courts systematically and 
comprehensively.

Over the past few years, public awareness, along with local and national media coverage about 
human trafficking incidents and the numerous types of human trafficking, have increased greatly.  
Addressing human trafficking is one of the few topics with bi-partisan support at both the federal 
and state levels as evidenced by the recent trafficking-focused efforts of the White House, the U.S. 
Congress, state legislators, and national, state, and 
local interest groups from across the ideological 
landscape.  Moreover, current efforts to assess the 
implications of the Affordable Care Act for courts 
and justice systems reveal potential opportunities to 
increase services often needed by human trafficking 
victims, such as substance abuse and mental health 
services.

Fourth, developing effective state court strategies 
for resolving cases involving human trafficking 
reinforces the essential role and values of courts in 
addressing complicated issues in a changing society.
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Figure 3: Defining Severe Forms of Human Trafficking 

Human trafficking occurs when an individual or an organization induces or recruits  
or harbors or transports or provides or obtains a person by force or fraud or coercion  
for the purposes of involuntary servitude or peonage or debt bondage or slavery or  
a commercial sex act.

Action/Process: Means For the Purposes of
Was an individual: 

OQ induced 

OQ recruited 

OQ harbored 

OQ transported 

OQ provided  

OQ obtained? 

By:

OQ Force – causing serious harm 
or physical restraint

OQ Fraud – using false promises, 
lying, deceitful behavior

OQ Coercion – threats of serious 
harm to, or physical restraint 

OQ Coercion – abuse or 
threatened abuse of law or 
legal process

OQ Coercion – any scheme, plan, 
or pattern intended to cause 
a belief that harm will come 
to the victim

Commercial Sex Acts such as:

OQ pimp controlled prostitution, escort services, residential 
and underground brothels, pornography production and 
cyber-pornography, or cantina, karaoke and other types of 
bars or clubs.

Labor or Services including:

OQ Involuntary Servitude, Peonage, and Slavery – people 
fear physical, emotional, and/or legal consequences if 
they attempt to escape their conditions.

OQ Debt Bondage – labor is demanded as a means of loan 
or service repayment but terms and conditions have 
not been defined or the value of the victim’s service has 
not been reasonably assessed or is not applied to the 
liquidation of the debt.

Failing to effectively address cases involving human trafficking undermines the values, credibility and 
role of state courts in society both today and into the future.  Human trafficking cases, as evidenced 
in the chapters of this HT Guide, pose fundamental challenges to court operations, notions of 
procedural justice, and many of the desired values and outcomes for state court action.  For 
example:

OO How can courts be expected to help link victims to needed services when victims fear being 
identified as victims and might not see themselves as victims?  

OO How can state courts close cases when some participants in those cases might be foreign 
nationals subject to removal from the country even prior to state court adjudication of cases even 
though federal immigration protections might be available but never identified?  

OO How can state courts work with large populations of trafficking victims who are also defendants in 
prostitution, substance abuse, theft, and other types of cases?   

OO How can state courts make good sentencing, placement, and treatment decisions when it 
is becoming increasingly apparent that without additional safeguards, many of the places 
traditionally used to help protect children (e.g., foster care, group homes, juvenile detention 
facilities) are also places where future trafficking victims are readily recruited?
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III. Definitions, Types, and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Definition of Human Trafficking

Federal and state law definitions of severe forms of human trafficking typically stress that human 
trafficking occurs when an individual or an organization induces, recruits, harbors, transports, 
provides or obtains a person by force, fraud, or coercion for the purposes of involuntary servitude, 
peonage, debt bondage, slavery, or a commercial sex act.  In other words, as summarized in  
Figure 3, federal and state legal definitions of human trafficking typically specify types of actions and 
processes taken against an individual (e.g., induced, recruited) by means (e.g., force, fraud) for the 
purposes of commercial sex acts or labor.  In addition, under federal law, any child under 18 years of 
age that is induced to perform a commercial sex act is considered a victim of a severe form of human 
trafficking.  Most states have similar laws protecting children from coerced sex.  

The Magnitude, Types, and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Magnitude

Worldwide, best estimates indicate that between 10 million to 30 million people are human 
trafficking victims (Tanneeru, 2011).  After drug trafficking, human trafficking is the second largest 
criminal industry, generating over 32 billion dollars annually (ILO, 2005).  In the United States, 
estimates for the number of trafficking victims range from 300,000 to 2 million people, both U.S. 
citizens and non-U.S. citizens.  The U.S. Department of State has estimated that the number of 
people trafficked into the U.S. annually is between 14,500 and 50,000.  The data for the number of 
people trafficked within the U.S. is limited, but there is a sizeable at-risk population (Clawson, et al., 
2009).  A large proportion of these individuals are trafficked for commercial sex purposes, such as 
pimp-controlled prostitution, escort services, residential and underground brothels, pornography 
production, cyber-pornography, and cantina, karaoke, strip-clubs, and other types of bars or 
clubs.  An even greater proportion are forced or coerced into involuntary servitude, peonage, debt 
bondage, or other forms of trafficking for labor purposes.  This includes trafficking for domestic 
servitude, peddling rings, and the construction, agriculture, forestry, restaurant, and hospitality 
industries (Texas Advisory Commission to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 2011; Polaris Project, 
2010).  

Moreover, between 100,000 and 300,000 children in the United States, including tens of thousands of 
juveniles labeled “prostitutes” who have contact with state courts, are at risk of becoming trafficking 
victims (Estes and Weiner, 2002).  Similarly, court practitioners are now becoming aware that human 
trafficking can manifest itself in a variety of court settings, including (1) drug sales by individuals who 
may be trafficking victims, (2) child thieves who are part of trafficker-controlled organizations, and (3) 
abused and neglected children in a variety of settings.  In short, only now are state courts becoming 
aware that many people in our courts may have been induced, recruited, harbored, obtained, or 
transported by force, fraud, or coercion, for commercial sex or labor.
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Types and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Globally and across the United States, human trafficking appears in many forms.  As shown in Figure 
4, trafficking both children and adults for commercial sex assumes a vast range of forms including 
pornography production and numerous types of prostitution and “entertainment” in bars and clubs.  
The types of labor trafficking are perhaps even more numerous, encompassing everything from 
household domestic servitude, localized sales crews and peddling rings to very large nation-wide 
construction, agricultural, fishing, and factory work.   

Moreover, as also shown in Figure 4, the characteristics and dynamics, as well as the risks for victims 
and society, of human trafficking are extensive, encompassing emotional and physical abuse, 
exposure to disease and environmental hazards, and even death.  In addition, for some groups, 
such as foreign national trafficking victims, the tools of control and coercion can include not only 
numerous forms of physical and emotional abuse but also the threat of deportation.  

Figure 4: Forms and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Commercial Sex Labor
Common Types

OQ Pornography production in a variety of settings.

OQ Pimp-controlled prostitution in a variety of settings including 
hotel/model based, internet based, escort-service based, 
streets, truck stops, and clubs and bars.

OQ Residential brothels in a variety of settings including 
apartments, massage parlors, homes, hotels/motels,  
mobile homes, and RV parks.

OQ Escort services in a variety of settings including bars, hotels, 
internet, private parties, boat cruises, outdoor tours, and 
phone chat lines.

OQ Hostess bars and clubs, including cantina bars, karaoke 
clubs, strip and gentleman’s clubs.

Common Types

OQ Sales crews and peddling rings for products such as 
flowers, candy, magazines.

OQ Domestic workers such as nannies, housekeepers, 
cooks, and maids.

OQ Small business, sub-contractor operations, particularly 
for landscaping, hotels/motels, restaurants and bars, 
dance, strip and gentlemen’s clubs, construction, home 
and industrial cleaning, and nail salons. 

OQ Large scale agricultural, construction, factory, fishing, 
and forestry work such as farm and ranch labor, 
garment work, food processing, and parts assembly.
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Figure 4: Forms and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Commercial Sex Labor
Characteristics, Dynamics, Risks

OQ Exposure to sexually transmitted disease.

OQ Forced use/addiction to drugs and alcohol.

OQ Forced to steal, sell drugs, recruit other trafficking victims, 
and other activities that will increase exposure to criminal 
justice system. 

OQ Rationed access to personal hygiene and medical care for 
purposes of control.

OQ Use of false promises; verbal and physical abuse; exorbitant 
fees and payroll deductions for room, board, products for 
personal hygiene and health; exorbitant fees with accruing 
interest rates; withheld documents; surveilled work settings; 
monitored movement; threat of harm; detainment; armed 
guards; withholding of food or no food; and retaliatory 
firing.

OQ Deceiving victims about potential consequences of leaving.

OQ Deceiving victims about potential benefits and rewards of 
remaining a victim.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced physical injuries, especially 
bruises and broken bones, and malnutrition.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced exposure to infectious and 
communicable diseases.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced exposure to environmental 
hazards.  

OQ Workplace/trafficking induced mental health problems, 
including post-traumatic stress disorder, feelings of low self-
esteem, anxiety, depression, isolation, shame, self-blame, 
hopelessness and resignation.

OQ Following repeated victimization, victim beliefs that their 
exploitation is somehow “normal,” that no one cares, and 
that there are no resources to help them

Characteristics, Dynamics, Risks

OQ Use of false promises; verbal and physical abuse; 
exposure to pesticides and other hazardous materials; 
exorbitant fees and payroll deductions for room, 
board, and work-related tools; exorbitant fees with 
accruing interest rates; withheld documents; surveilled 
labor camps; monitored movement; threat of harm; 
detainment; armed guards; eviction; condemned 
housing; contaminated water; withholding of food or 
no food; and retaliatory firing.

OQ Deceiving victims about potential consequences of 
leaving.

OQ Deceiving victims about potential benefits and rewards 
of remaining a victim.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced physical injuries, 
such as mouth and teeth injuries, bruises and broken 
bones, head wounds, stab and puncture wounds, and 
malnutrition.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced exposure to infectious 
and communicable diseases.

OQ Work-place/trafficking induced exposure to 
environmental hazards, such as exposure to chemicals, 
other irritants and carcinogens contributing to acute 
and chronic respiratory disease, poisoning, cancer, and 
skin ailments.  

OQ Workplace/trafficking induced mental health problems, 
including post-traumatic stress disorder, feelings of low 
self-esteem, anxiety, depression, isolation, shame, self-
blame, hopelessness and resignation.

OQ Following repeated victimization, victim beliefs that 
their exploitation is somehow “normal,” that no one 
cares, and that there are no resources to help them
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Figure 4: Forms and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

Commercial Sex Labor
Special Issues

OQ For foreign nationals – threat of deportation; withheld 
passports, social security, and other documents; threats 
of arrest; brought to US under false promises; fear of the 
unknown; fear of reprisals against family members, including 
members remaining in country or region trafficked from; 
and numerous culture- and language-based barriers to 
obtaining help to exit trafficking settings. 

OQ For foreign nationals – risks to obtaining T visas, Special 
Immigrant Juvenile Status, and other federal immigration 
status protections for foreign trafficking victims because of 
presence of state court prostitution, drug, theft, and other 
charges and convictions.

Special Issues

OQ For foreign nationals – threat of deportation; withheld 
passports, social security, and other documents; threats 
of arrest; brought to US under false promises; fear of 
the unknown; fear of reprisals against family members, 
including members remaining in country or region 
trafficked from; and numerous culture- and language- 
based barriers to obtaining help to exit trafficking 
settings. 

OQ For foreign nationals – risks to obtaining T visas, 
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, and other federal 
immigration status protections for foreign trafficking 
victims because of presence of state court prostitution, 
drug, theft, and other charges and convictions.

IV. Approaches for Addressing Human Trafficking

Combining Criminal Law, Labor, Human Rights, and Public-Health Approaches 
to Addressing Human Trafficking to Form a State Court-Focused Approach

Views about human trafficking and the responses to human trafficking have evolved rapidly over 
the past few decades and today reflect numerous different streams of thought about the causes 
and solutions to modern day slavery.  Moreover, different international, national, state and local 
organizations, including organizations that collectively form state and local justice systems, 
incorporate, sometimes explicitly but likely more often implicitly, elements of differing perspectives 
about human trafficking.  As one result, to implement effective responses for addressing human 
trafficking as it appears in state courts, state court practitioners should: 

OO understand the key features of varying criminal law, labor, human rights, and public-health 
perspectives on human trafficking;

OO feel confident about synthesizing key components from the perspectives into a state court-
focused approach; and

OO use a comprehensive improvement framework when establishing court and justice system 
responses.

As shown in Figure 5, criminal law approaches to HT stress that human trafficking is dependent on 
“bad actors” who pry on vulnerable populations and that human trafficking can be deterred by 
criminalizing trafficking and punishing predators.  Responsive strategies in criminal law approaches 
to human trafficking, perhaps not too surprisingly, stress:

OO creating comprehensive frameworks of international, federal, and state laws and sanctions 
prohibiting trafficking.
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OO identifying and breaking-up trafficking networks and arresting and prosecuting traffickers; and

OO identifying, rescuing, and aiding victims.  

In contrast, human-rights approaches to addressing human trafficking emphasize broader societal 
forces, including that human trafficking persists when societies tolerate denials of the dignity and 
humanity of vulnerable individuals and where poverty creates vulnerability to forms of exploitation.  
Labor approaches to addressing human trafficking also stress broader global- and societal-level 
forces as the preconditions if not causes of human trafficking; forces such as extreme profits 
being the primary motivator of trafficking and that end consumers of human trafficking, especially 
consumers of goods and services provided by labor trafficking, pay relatively little, financially, for the 
many benefits they receive. 

In turn, responses to labor-focused approaches to human trafficking stress the need to regulate labor 
markets and work contracts and increase access to better employment opportunities.  

Finally, public-health approaches to human trafficking emphasize that human trafficking:

OO exacts a significant, sometimes life-threatening, toll on its victims;

OO contributes to declines in general public health by increasing the presence of violence, illness, 
injury, and infectious disease within and across communities and nations; and

OO thrives on societal attitudes that encourage risky, unhealthy behaviors.

Given these assumptions about the sources of human trafficking, the responses for addressing 
human trafficking in public-health approaches tend to focus on preventing human trafficking using 
multiple means, and addressing broader societal, as well as population-specific attitudes and 
behaviors. 

Figure 5: Approaches to Addressing Human Trafficking 

Approach        Key Assumptions Characteristics of Responsive 
Strategies 

Criminialization OQ HT is caused by predator/criminals that 
are “bad actors” who pry on vulnerable 
populations.

OQ HT can be deterred or combated by 
punishing predators.

OQ HT can be deterred by protecting victims 
and potential victims.

OQ “Other cultures,” as opposed to “our” 
culture, are more likely to contribute to HT. 

OQ Establish comprehensive frameworks of 
international, federal and state laws, and 
sanctions prohibiting trafficking.

OQ Identify and break-up trafficking networks. 

OQ Arrest and prosecute traffickers.

OQ Identify, rescue, and aid victims, including the 
provision of services for protecting victims and 
meeting their often multiple health, housing,  
and other service needs.

OQ Secure and control national borders.

OQ Punish consumers/beneficiaries of benefits 
derived from trafficking victims, especially in the 
sex trafficking arena. 
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Figure 5: Approaches to Addressing Human Trafficking 

Approach        Key Assumptions Characteristics of Responsive 
Strategies 

Human Rights OQ HT persists, in part, when societies tolerate 
denials of the dignity and humanity of 
vulnerable individuals.

OQ Lack of rights and meaningful access to 
health care, education, birth registration, 
employment, and other aspects of well-
being and social legitimacy, contribute to 
human trafficking.

OQ Racial, gender, national, ethnic, religious, 
economic inequity and discrimination 
contribute to HT.

OQ Poverty plays a significant role in 
vulnerability to all forms of exploitation, 
including HT.

OQ Assess whether rights have been violated.

OQ Provide remedies for those whose rights are 
violated.

OQ Provide access to employment, better working 
conditions, education, health care, and other 
human rights. 

OQ Empower individuals, especially individuals from 
historically marginalized groups, to participate 
fully in society.

Labor OQ Profits are the primary motivator of HT.

OQ Structural labor market conditions and 
practices that shape workers’ vulnerability 
and inferior bargaining power in the 
workplace contribute to HT.

OQ HT is a form of exploitation, and 
exploitation occurs on a continuum 
that ranges from voluntary, safe, secure 
employment settings, where rights are 
protected to settings where severe forms 
of exploitation can occur.

OQ End consumers pay relatively little direct 
costs for the many benefits gained from 
human trafficking.

OQ Ensure that vulnerable workers have access to 
the justice system without fear of deportation or 
criminalization.

OQ Ensure that the applicable visa regime does 
not formally or effectively bind workers to one 
specific employer.

OQ Regulate against work contracts structured 
around insurmountable debt.

OQ Extend the application of protective employment 
law to sectors susceptible to trafficking.

OQ Guarantee the right to unionize for vulnerable 
workers.

OQ Increase access to employment opportunities.

Public Health OQ Human trafficking exacts a significant, 
sometimes life-threatening, toll on its 
victims.

OQ Human trafficking contributes to declines 
in general public health by increasing 
the presence of violence, illness, injury, 
and infectious disease within and across 
communities and nations.

OQ Societal attitudes contribute to risky, 
unhealthy behavior.

OQ There is often limited individual health 
risk to consumers benefiting from the 
potentially significant rewards gained from 
many forms of labor trafficking.

OQ Develop and implement evidence-based 
approaches to addressing HT that: (a) define the 
problem; (b) identify risk factors, (c) develop fact-
supported interventions, (d) implement proven 
interventions, and (e) assess cost-effectiveness.

OQ Focus on prevention using multiple means.

OQ Address broader societal, as well as population-
specific attitudes and behaviors.

OQ Engage all essential partners and multiple 
stakeholders.
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Our attempt at combining all of these diverse views about human trafficking into a unified approach 
for state courts appears in Figure 6.  The state court-focused approach to addressing human 
trafficking incorporates elements from differing criminal law, human rights, labor, and public-health 
views about human trafficking by stressing that punishment and deterrence, along with protecting, 
healing, making victims whole, empowering victims and witnesses, and prevention all need to 
be considered important functions for the state courts when processing cases involving human 
trafficking.  As also shown in Figure 6, the practical implications of this multi-functional state court 
approach to addressing human trafficking are numerous, encompassing everything from identifying 
cases of all types where trafficking might be present, to helping to provide methods for protecting 
victims while their cases move forward, and maintaining state court records of sufficient quality 
that they can be used in concurrent or subsequent federal human trafficking, immigration, or labor 
adjudication.  

Using a Framework for Assessing and Addressing Human Trafficking  
in Your Jurisdiction

The state court human trafficking assessment, implementation, and measurement framework 
outline in Figure 7 includes a set of concepts and vocabulary designed to help courts think and 
communicate about how international, federal, state, and local law, policy, and practice might affect 
the work of the courts and how the courts can improve services for addressing human trafficking.  
In addition, Figure 7 includes suggestions for how courts can measure how well they serve human 
trafficking victims and the impacts that processing trafficking-related cases might have on court costs 
and operations. 

The structure of the framework presented in Figure 7 stresses that state courts need to:

OO understand the numerous factors shaping human trafficking-related needs and demands on the 
courts;

OO have a clear, commonly-shared set of goals and values regarding how trafficking cases will be 
processed and how trafficking victims should be served by the courts;

OO have a clear commonly-shared understanding of the desired outcomes of state court case 
processing of cases involving human trafficking; 

OO have reached agreement among court policy makers regarding the strategic choices listed 
above;

OO be clear about how the needs of trafficking victims and the complexities of federal, state, and 
local human trafficking law, policy, and practice affect the numerous work processes used in 
criminal, civil, family, juvenile, and probate case processing; and

OO provide court and justice infrastructure that supports effective case processing in cases involving 
human trafficking.

There are a variety of assumptions about the relationships among the five key components built into 
the framework.  Specifically, the logic of the framework stresses that human trafficking-related needs 
and demands on the courts need to be accounted for in the strategic goals and values and other 
aspects of the court’s strategic direction.  In turn, the characteristics of work processes should reflect 
the court’s chosen strategic direction, and work processes should result in well-articulated outcomes.  
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The framework also stresses that both inter-organizational justice system and court-specific 
infrastructure should support work processes and reflect fundamental strategic goals and values.

The assessment and performance measurement summary presented in Figure 8 identifies the 
four key performance measurement questions courts need to address when dealing with human 
trafficking and offers some sample measures for addressing each of the four key questions.

Finally, as shown in Figure 9, a variety of hard- and soft-court, and justice-system infrastructures 
for effectively supporting case processing involving human trafficking are incorporated in the final 
component of the assessment and measurement framework.  Hard infrastructure includes the 
technology, equipment, and facilities required to support human trafficking-involved case processing 
that is both efficient and consistent with the values, strategic direction, and outcomes courts have 
chosen to guide them when serving immigrants in court.  Soft infrastructure includes the budgeting 
and finance, policy-making, dispute resolution, staffing, training, communications, coordination, 
leadership, and management required to support case processing involving human trafficking in a 
manner consistent with chosen values, strategic policies, and desired outcomes.
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Figure 6: Characteristics of a State Court-Focused Approach to Addressing  
Human Trafficking

Function Components State Court Strategies
Punishment Case Adjudication 

OQ Process cases where traffickers are charged 
with trafficking offenses.

OQ Process cases where traffickers are charged 
with non-trafficking offenses, such as 
cases involving partner or family violence 
against women and children, procuring 
and compelling prostitution, unlawful 
imprisonment, and code/ordinance violations.

OQ Process cases where offenders charged with 
prostitution peddling, drug dealing, theft, and 
other offenses might be trafficking victims.

OQ Process cases involving consumers of services 
provided by trafficking victims, such as 
solicitation of prostitution.

OQ Process cases involving foreign-national 
trafficking victims where state court actions 
can affect immigration status and eligibility  
for federal HT protections. 

OQ Process cases expeditiously to help protect 
victims.

Justice System and Community 
Leadership  

Work with justice and community partners, and 
policy-makers to:

OQ establish laws and sanctions for addressing 
human trafficking; and

OQ establish and maintain court, agency, and 
justice-network infrastructure for supporting 
human trafficking case processing.

OQ Maintain state court records of sufficient 
quality so that they can be used readily in 
concurrent or subsequent federal human 
trafficking, immigration or other proceedings.

OQ Provide methods for protecting the safety of 
human trafficking victims to enable them to 
testify against their traffickers.

OQ Where permitted under law, limit pretrial 
release for persons charged with human 
trafficking offenses.

OQ Assure speedy trials for human traffickers by 
eliminating unnecessary delays. 

OQ Sentence offenders charged with human 
trafficking crimes appropriately according to 
the harm done to their victims and the risk of 
offenders re-victimizing their victims.  
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Figure 6: Characteristics of a State Court-Focused Approach to Addressing  
Human Trafficking

Function Components State Court Strategies
Protection, 
Healing,  
Making Whole

Case Adjudication

OQ Connect trafficking victims with a range of 
appropriate services.

OQ Require restitution to victims from traffickers.

Justice and Community Leadership

OQ Reduce the risks for trafficking-vulnerable 
individuals and populations.

OQ Establish restorative approaches for 
addressing the needs of victims, holding 
offenders accountable for the harm they  
have done.

OQ Address the harm to communities and society 
from human trafficking.

OQ Identify human trafficking victims who might 
be present in different types of cases that may 
involve elements of human trafficking.

OQ Make pretrial release decisions for persons 
charged with human trafficking offenses in a 
way that protects victims.

OQ Make or allow appropriate use of 
continuances when it appears that a human 
trafficking victim may be involved in a case, 
either as a victim or a defendant.

OQ Sentence human traffickers in a way that 
prevents them from reconnecting with their 
victims.

OQ Take appropriate steps to allow immigrant 
victims to receive legal advice on their 
immigration rights as trafficking victims.

Empowerment, 
Adequate 
Representation, 
Procedural 
Justice

Case Adjudication, Justice System, and 
Community Leadership

OQ Assure procedural fairness for all trafficking 
victim, offenders who benefit from the 
services of trafficking, and traffickers, 
particularly:

Respect – People react positively when:

OQ they feel they are treated with politeness, 
dignity, and respect; 

OQ their rights are respected; and  

OQ they understand how things work and what 
they are expected to do.

Voice – People want the opportunity to:

OQ tell their side of the story;

OQ explain their situation/views; and have 
their stories told to an authority who listens 
carefully.

Neutrality – People are more likely to accept 
court decisions when those in authority do things 
that both are, and are perceived as, fair and 
neutral.

OQ Take appropriate steps to assure competent 
interpretation services for offenders, victims, 
and witnesses.

OQ Take appropriate steps to assure competent 
legal representation and advice for offenders 
and victims.

OQ Assure that offenders charged with trafficking 
crimes, trafficking victims charged with crimes 
related to their victimization, other victims, 
and witnesses are treated with respect by all 
court staff and other justice-system personnel.

OQ Assure that offenders charged with trafficking 
crimes, trafficking victims charged with crimes 
related to their victimization, other victims, 
and witnesses are provided a full opportunity 
to be heard in a safe forum. 
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Figure 6: Characteristics of a State Court-Focused Approach to Addressing  
Human Trafficking

Function Components State Court Strategies
Empowerment, 
Adequate 
Representation, 
Procedural 
Justice 
(continued)

Trust – People observe behavior or look for 
actions to indicate they can trust the character 
and sincerity of those in authority, and those in 
authority are aware of and sincerely concerned 
with their needs.

OQ Work with justice partners and community 
to establish health, safe housing, education, 
employment, and other options for 
trafficking victims, and trafficking-vulnerable 
populations. 

Prevention and 
Deterrence

Case Adjudication

OQ Identify potentially trafficking-vulnerable, at 
risk, individuals across a range of criminal, 
civil, family, guardianship juvenile, and child 
protection case types.

OQ Follow-up on sentencing and service 
effctiveness in cases involving trafficking 
victims, potential victims, and traffickers. 

Justice System and Community 
Leadership

Work with a broad range of justice and 
community partners to:

OQ Increase awareness among all court and 
justice actors and communities about 
trafficking types, dynamics, and reduction 
strategies.

OQ Enhance regulation of, and vigilance over, 
trafficking risky settings and employment 
sectors such as massage, hair, and manicure 
parlors, strip clubs, restaurants, bars, 
pornography production, and the domestic 
service, construction, agriculture, forestry, and 
hospitality industries.

OQ Implement evidence-based approaches to 
addressing human trafficking.

OQ Address broader societal, as well as 
population-specific attitudes and behaviors.

OQ Become familiar with case types that might 
have a human-trafficking component and 
individual risk factors for potential victims. 

OQ Make custody and placement decisions for 
juveniles at risk of becoming human trafficking 
victims to minimize their vulnerability to 
human trafficking.

OQ Make appropriate use of incarceration and 
intensive probation to prevent convicted 
traffickers from engaging in further human 
trafficking activity.
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Figure 8: Human Trafficking and the State Courts Assessment  
and Performance Measurement Summary

Measurement Questions Example Measures
Human Trafficking-Related Workload Demands on 
the State Courts

OQ What is the size and composition of the trafficking 
victims and trafficker populations? What is the size and 
composition of the potential, at risk, trafficking victim 
population? What are the compositions of the foreign 
national trafficking victim and trafficker populations? 
What are the levels of language proficiency within 
the foreign national trafficking victim and trafficker 
populations?  What are the education levels within 
the trafficking victim population?  What are the 
magnitudes of the cultural gaps between trafficking 
victims and trafficker populations and the court 
workforce?

OQ Estimated numbers of trafficking victims and traffickers. 
Age, gender, ethnicity, region, country of origin, immigration 
status and other characteristics of trafficking victims and 
traffickers.

OQ Trafficking case filings.

OQ Trafficking-related case filings, including cases with 
suspected trafficking element, such as prostitution cases, 
drug sales, health and other ordinance violations.

OQ Number of trafficking victim and trafficker populations with 
limited English proficiency.

Support for Court Values and Outcomes

OQ What should be the extent of a court’s efforts to 
support fundamental and traditional public service 
values when serving trafficking victims, especially 
foreign national victims, in court?  These values 
might include transparency, cost-effective service 
provision, timeliness, equal access and consistency, 
comprehensiveness, and cultural appropriateness.

OQ Closure rates – Cases involving trafficking are completed.  

OQ Service rates – Trafficking victims receive needed services. 

OQ Compliance rates – Traffickers and trafficking victims 
convicted of crimes comply with court orders.  

OQ Participation rates – Individuals within communities report 
trafficking and cooperate with law enforcement, such as 
serving as witnesses, and report to authorities when harm is 
observed.

OQ What are the outcomes of cases involving trafficking 
victims and traffickers?  Are cases involving trafficking 
completed at the same rates as are cases for other 
groups of court users?  Do trafficking victims receive 
needed services at rates comparable to other court 
users?  Do traffickers and trafficking victims charged 
with crimes, comply with court orders at rates 
comparable to other court users?  Is the harm to 
individuals and communities attributable to trafficking 
at rates comparable to other court users?

OQ Trafficking victims are identified through a range of contacts 
with justice organizations, including the courts.
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Figure 8: Human Trafficking and the State Courts Assessment  
and Performance Measurement Summary

Measurement Questions Example Measures
Addressing Key Human Trafficking and the State 
Courts Policy Questions

OQ What should be the extent of a court’s efforts to: 
Identify trafficking victims?  Consider trafficking 
victimization as a factor in cases such as prostitution, 
drug sales, or theft?  Adjudicate cases involving 
undocumented immigrant trafficking victims and 
traffickers?  Assure procedural justice for trafficking 
victims and traffickers, including non-US citizens?  
Minimize the unintended consequences of state 
court action in cases involving trafficking?  Provide 
services to trafficking victims?  Work with the federal 
government in addressing trafficking issues?

OQ Court participant satisfaction with the courts, especially 
whether the process was seen as understandable, timely,  
and fair.

OQ Court participant views about whether they were treated 
with respect, and that their voice was heard and views 
considered.

OQ Court participant and stakeholder views about whether court 
was undertaking an appropriate role in addressing human 
trafficking and how well it performed that role.

Assessing Service Delivery Costs, Efficiency, and 
Effectiveness

OQ What are the workload, caseload, and caseflow 
impacts of cases involving human trafficking, for 
both U.S citizens and foreign nationals?  Do cases 
involving trafficking, particularly cases involving foreign 
nationals, take longer to process than cases involving 
other court users?  Are more hearings required per 
case?  Are additional types of hearings required?  Are 
trials demanded more often?  Do cases involving 
trafficking complicate evidentiary practices?  Are more 
interpreters required?  Are different forms of treatment 
and probation monitoring required?  Are others types 
of court services more frequently required?

OQ Case processing times

OQ Number of events per case

OQ Case filings involving same trafficking victims or traffickers

OQ Incidence of compliance with court orders

OQ Ability of court to connect victims with needed services

OQ Performance of victims in service programs

OQ For foreign nationals, success rates for obtaining T visas, 
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, or other federal 
protections for trafficking victims

OQ Language and culture assistance services provided

OQ Interpreter services provided
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Figure 9: Infrastructure Required to Support Courts and Justice Partners  
in Human Trafficking Cases 

Resources
OQ Safe housing away from traffickers while their cases move through the system

OQ Assistance with transportation to specialized programs, medical services, counseling, interviews, and the court

OQ Access to medical care and substance abuse treatment

OQ Range of options for short- and long-term care

OQ Specialized mental-health treatment

OQ Life skills and vocational training

OQ New social security numbers

Assessment Tools
OQ Risk- and needs-assessment tools tailored for trafficking victims

Technology
OQ Information systems for determining the identities of trafficking victims and traffickers

OQ Management information systems capable of exchanging information about identity, litigant location, and case status 
between local, state, and federal agencies about trafficking case status and information about cases that may involve 
trafficking victims

OQ Multi-system-wide case tracking technology

OQ Valid, best-practice based, and readily accessible assessment and treatment tools that are applicable to trafficked 
populations

OQ Management information systems that share definitions, standards and guidelines across local, state, and federal, agencies, 
and treatment/service providers

Equipment
OQ Accessible and well maintained multi-systems hardware and software

Facilities
OQ Safe places for trafficking victims

OQ Dispersed, community-based facilities

OQ Sufficient space for co-locating local, state, and federal system partners throughout communities

Budgeting and Finance
OQ Sufficient, predictable, and stable resources for providing assistance, treatment and other services for trafficking victims

OQ Flexibility to change during a budget cycle and over the long term to meet changing demands and needs including 
increasing resource and modifying expenditures as needed in light of changes in size of trafficking-related populations

OQ Budget, service procurement, and other business processes that encourage health care, treatment, detention, probation, 
and other resource sharing across local, state, and federal agencies and organizations

OQ Fiscal processes that allow flexible use of funds, moving resources across agencies and organizations when needed

OQ Funding set aside for multi-system-wide innovation and improvements

OQ Predictable long-term financing that permits long-term system and multi-system budgeting and planning.

OQ Resources available to track decision outcomes across multiple agencies
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Figure 9: Infrastructure Required to Support Courts and Justice Partners  
in Human Trafficking Cases 

Planning
OQ Operational planning to ensure consistent responses across agencies and personnel

OQ Multi-system-wide, long-range, and operational planning to create linkages among agencies. 

Policy Making and Dispute Resolution
OQ Capacity to address disputes among federal, state, and local court and justice agencies

OQ Policy based on research, national practices, and best practices

OQ A decision-making structure at the multi-system leadership level that is educated on the roles of all system partners

OQ Policies for establishing and maintaining consistent decision-making practices across agencies and organizations

OQ Transparent decision-making processes

Staffing / Training
OQ Multi-system, federal, state, and local training of all the personnel involved in case processing involving trafficking

OQ Cultural competency training

OQ Training about specific tools such as assessment and evaluation tools designed for trafficked populations

OQ Capacity to cross train staff through coordination of staff development efforts

OQ Staff available with decision-making authority to help trafficking victims navigate successfully through multiple systems

Communication and Coordination
OQ Timely access to information across agencies about cases involving trafficking

OQ Capacity to communicate the results of assessments and evaluations with appropriate personnel across multiple systems

OQ Capacity to track case progress within and across agencies and systems

OQ Capacity to monitor caseloads across agencies and systems

OQ Shared case-management planning that addresses the multiple needs of victims and meets the mandates of system 
organizational partners

OQ Development of multiple system-wide performance measurements for both processes and outcomes

Leadership and Management
OQ Multiple system-wide and agency leaders to: (1) establish long-term strategic direction for systems as well as individual 

agencies and organizations regarding trafficking policies and practices; (2) develop long-term system capacity to provide 
services; (3) establish and monitor inter-agency, multiple-system infrastructure for supporting services; (4) establish and 
maintain effective inter-organizational work processes; (5) monitor multiple-system performance; and (6) work cooperatively 
to establish a strong fiscal foundation for on-going service delivery

OQ Capacity to work across multiple systems and agencies collaboratively and proactively

OQ Capacity of the inter-agency management structure to insure fair workload distribution
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 Challenges for the State Courts Resulting from Human Trafficking

The collective work to date of all the organizations that form the Human Trafficking and the State 
Courts Collaborative, buttressed by an extensive and expanding body of literature about the 
types and dynamics of human trafficking, reveal that four of the more significant challenges human 
trafficking pose for state courts are: 

OO identifying and understanding the numerous types of human trafficking victims, traffickers, and 
trafficking;

OO determining how cases which potentially involve trafficking might appear on court dockets; 

OO linking trafficking victims with appropriate resources; and

OO institutionalizing comprehensive, sustainable court, justice system, and community partnerships 
for addressing human trafficking.

Although numerous aspects of each of these challenges are addressed throughout this HT Guide, 
a few highlights are worth noting here.  In particular, with regard to how human trafficking might 
appear in state courts, our experience and the practitioner literature has revealed four major 
trends.  First, state court trafficking cases currently prosecuted under trafficking laws are very few 
proportionate to the scope of trafficking for a variety of reasons, including: 

OO local prosecutors often prefer to prosecute cases involving trafficking under other more familiar 
laws, such as rape, kidnapping, procuring, prostitution, and unlawful imprisonment, rather than 
newer state human trafficking laws (Farrell, et al., 2012); 

OO state human trafficking laws are often more difficult to enforce than other state laws that carry 
similar penalties (Farrell, et al., 2012); 

OO law enforcement, social services, the courts and other justice partners are often unfamiliar with 
how to address human trafficking (Farrell, et al., 2012); 

OO the background characteristics of some trafficking victims can make prosecution challenging 
(Polaris, 2010, In Their Shoes); 

OO trafficking victims often are reluctant to testify 
(Polaris, 2010, In Their Shoes); 

OO trafficking, especially labor trafficking, often is 
viewed as a federal matter, and thus potential 
state cases are routinely referred to the 
Department of  Homeland Security rather than 
considered locally (Farrell, et al., 2012); and 

OO federal T and U visas and other potential federal 
protections for non-U.S. citizen trafficking victims 
are often unfamiliar to state court practitioners 
(Farrell, et al., 2012).
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Second, trafficking victims are perhaps more easily identifiable in prostitution cases, but trafficking 
victims may also be present in numerous other case types including theft, drug offenses, health code 
violations, and juvenile and dependency cases (Farrell, et al., 2012).  Chapters 2, 3, and 4 address 
these concerns.

Third, there are a number of indicators of human trafficking that might assist court personnel and 
other justice partners, including a variety of behaviors that reveal a mindset of fear, distrust, denial, 
and conflicting loyalties.  For example, as described in Chapter 5, trafficking victims often:

OO develop general feelings of helplessness, shame, guilt, self-blame, and humiliation; 

OO suffer from shock and denial, or display symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder, phobias, 
panic attacks, anxiety, and depression; 

OO suffer from sleep or eating disorders; 

OO become addicted to drugs and alcohol as a way to cope with or “escape” their situation, or as a 
method of control used by their traffickers; 

OO become emotionally numb, detached, and disassociated from the physical and psychological 
trauma and display “flat affect;” or 

OO experience “trauma bonding” with the trafficker, positively identifying with the trafficker and 
believing that, despite repeated abuse, the trafficker is a loving boyfriend, spouse, or parent 
(Polaris, 2010, Potential Trafficking Indicators). 

Fourth, as discussed in Chapters 7 and 10, many trafficking victims suffer serious health issues, 
including: 

OO signs of physical abuse, such as bruises, broken bones, burns, and scarring; 

OO chronic back, visual, or hearing problems from work in agriculture, construction, or manufacturing;

OO skin or respiratory problems caused by exposure to agricultural or other chemicals; 

OO infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis and 
hepatitis, which are spread in overcrowded, 
unsanitary environments with limited ventilation; 

OO untreated chronic illnesses, such as diabetes or 
cardiovascular disease; or 

OO reproductive health problems, including sexually-
transmitted diseases, urinary tract infections, pelvic 
pain and injuries from sexual assault, or forced 
abortions (Polaris, 2010, Potential Trafficking 
Indicators).

http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter2.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter3.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter4.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter5.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter7.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter10.htm
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Moreover, with regard to linking trafficking victims with appropriate resources, summary information 
presented in Figure 9 reveals that trafficking victims need the types of services available to 
crime victims generally (e.g., housing, mental health and medical care) as well as access to more 
specialized resources (e.g., new social security numbers because traffickers often keep the social 
security cards and other identification documents of their victims in order to track the location of 
their victims when they flee).  Also, differences in language and culture, as shown in Chapters 8  
and 9, create additional challenges for providing adequate case adjudication and support services.

Finally, as evidenced throughout this HT Guide, institutionalizing sustainable court, justice system, 
and community partnerships for addressing human trafficking is perhaps the single biggest 
challenge facing courts in the coming years.  Not only does human trafficking pose numerous 
operational and policy challenges for state courts, but effective responses to modern day slavery 
globally, nationally, and locally, will require state courts to engage in and at times lead efforts to:

OO establish a vision and long-term strategic direction for the court, justice system, and community 
about how to address HT;

OO develop long-term system and community capacity to provide services;

OO establish and monitor court, inter-agency and system infrastructure for supporting services; 

OO assure that effective inter-agency work processes are established and maintained; 

OO monitor system performance; and 

OO work cooperatively and collectively to establish a strong fiscal foundation for ongoing service 
delivery.

http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter8htm
http://www.htcourts.org/guide-chapter9.htm
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V. Additional Tools and Resources for Understanding the Types, Scope,  
and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

A series of human trafficking information cards are listed  below.  They are also 
available from the resource section at www.htcourts.org.  These cards are:

OO Definitions, Forms, and Dynamics of Human Trafficking

OO Identifying Cases That May Involve Human Trafficking

OO Approaches to Addressing Human Trafficking

OO Characteristics of a State Court-Focused Approach to Addressing Human Trafficking

OO Human Trafficking Assessment and Measurement Framework

OO Infrastructure Required to Support Courts and Justice Partners in Human Trafficking Cases

OO Human Trafficking and Criminal Defendants

OO Dealing With Human Trafficking Victims in a Juvenile Case

OO Immigration Rights of Victims of Human Trafficking

Human Trafficking Workbook

A human trafficking assessment and planning workbook is also linked to this PDF of the HT Guide 
and is available in the training materials section at www.htcourts.org.   
The workbook includes materials for determining:

OO The Human Trafficking-Related Needs and Demands on Your Court

OO The Values Your Court Should Stress When Processing Human Trafficking Cases

OO The Court’s Strategic Priorities When Addressing Human Trafficking Cases

OO Work Process Implications of Human Trafficking Case Processing

OO Infrastructure Required to Address Human Trafficking Cases in Your Court

The Human Trafficking Workbook also includes information for assessing the implications of the 
jobs of different types of court personnel when addressing human trafficking and guidelines for 
implementing improvement strategies.

www.htcourts.org
http://www.htcourts.org/information-cards.htm
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Definition_Forms_Dynamics_ofHT_v04.pdf?InformationCard=Definitions-Forms-Dynamics-of-HT
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Identifying_Cases_Involving_HT_v01.pdf?InformationCard=Identifying-Cases-That-Involve-HT
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Approaches_toAddressing_HT_v04.pdf?InformationCard=Approaches-to-Addressing-HT
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Characteristics_ofApproach_toHT_v04.pdf?InformationCard=Characteristics-of-State-Court-Focused-Approach
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/HT_Assessment_Measure_table_v04.pdf?InformationCard=HT-Assessment-Framework
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Infrastructure_Required_v04.pdf?InformationCard=Infrastructure-Required-to-Support-Courtsin-HT-Cases
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/HT_Victims_asCriminalDefendants_v01.pdf?InformationCard=HT-Victims-as-Criminal-Defendants
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/HT_Victims_inJuvenileCases_v02.pdf?InformationCard=Dealing-With-HT-Victims-Juvenile
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/Immigration-Rights-of-Victims-of-Human-Trafficking.pdf?InformationCard=Immigration-Rights-Victims-HT
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/140712_HT_CourtAdmin_Workbook_v02_150.pdf
www.htcourts.org
http://www.htcourts.org/wp-content/uploads/140712_HT_CourtAdmin_Workbook_v02_150.pdf
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